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Across

3. pin curls that produce even,smooth 

waves and uniform curls

5. the point where curls of opposite 

directions meet,forming a recessed area

9. also known as serum

10. curl completely off it's base

13. updo that is half up

18. clamp that presses the hair against 

the barrel or rod of a thermal iron

19. section of the pin curl between the 

base and circle

21. technique of forcing the hair 

between the thumb and the back of the 

comb to create tension

23. thermal curls very high on their 

base

25. 2 rows of ridge curls

26. also known as a french pleat

27. technique that removed 60 to 75 % 

of curl

Down

1. the foundation for a chignon ,bun 

and knot

2. technique that removes 100% of 

curl

4. round,solid prong of a thermal iron

6. a process used to condition a new 

brass pressing comb

7. curl pattern that creates volume of 

hair,movement,and a curl formation 

from roots to ends

8. thermal curls placed half off their 

base

11. pin curls that are behind or below a 

ridge to form a wave

12. also known as wax

14. also known as texturizers

15. curl placed half off base;permits 

medium movement and gives good 

control to the hair

16. section of hair that is molded in a 

circular movement to prepare for the 

formation of curls

17. technique that removes 50-60% of 

curl

20. curl placed on it's base

22. position of a curl or a roller that 

sits half way on it's base and half way 

behind of it's base

24. method of curling hair by winding a 

strand around a rod


